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Carrie, thank you for being so diligent.  I am aware of all of your outstanding issues except for the one that you 

listed last -- the ELC.   Hopefully, we can get them all cleared up in the next two weeks before you leave.  I 

think that your plan for your last 11 days is a good one.  I just wish you didn't have to go.  (sniff sniff.)To:	Laura 

Denk/ARRBcc:	 From:	Carrie Fletcher/ARRB   Date:	06/04/98 02:43:16 PMSubject:	Wrapping things upSince 

my time at ARRB is nearing the end I have started to wrap up projects.  I have a few documents in my scif 

space.  These documents all have notes on them explaining why they are unsettled.  I probably won't be taking 

on any new HSCA subjects in an attempt to complete any outstanding files.  I  will be spending my final days 

working on the group project at the FBI and will begin to enter my notes into the SCIF computer tomorrow.  

Currently these are the files I have outstanding.Marita Lorenz-	Outstanding informant issue.Veciana	-

Outstanding informant issue.  I will be organizing my notes on this issue and 			turning it over to Kevin. John 

Pittman and Gus Alex	-Army referral issue.  These files are done except for four 			documents.  Should the 

FBI proceed to process and release to NARA while we 			are waiting for a response?  I am going to bring over 

the evidence sheets the FBI 			received from the Army this afternoon.Ballen		-DCU question we raised at 

last board meeting which we were never really clear 			on.ELC		-The FBI is decided if they want to protect 

two informants.  Dave is finishing up an 			informant sheet for them and hopefully we can discuss this next 

week.Please let me know if there is anything else I need to prepare for my departure.   
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